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Mentalities from crime

The value of criminal records for history is not so much what they uncover about a particular crime as what they reveal about otherwise invisible or opaque realms of human experience.


This is a book about the changing mental world of English people between the mid-sixteenth and mid-eighteenth centuries, and how that world might be reconstructed and understood through the history of crime and criminal justice. As such, it is concerned with crime only in so far as crime allows insights into mentalities, rather than with crime per se. Indeed, attention is limited to three specific crimes – witchcraft, coining and murder – the aim being to explore what public and private reactions to these peculiarly significant offences reveal about how our ancestors – mostly ordinary working people – perceived themselves, their social environment and their universe, and, conversely, how these perceptions both reflected and shaped popular beliefs and behaviour over time.

Although, like all excursions into the history of mentalities, these case studies will attract criticism of both purpose and method, it is a central contention that the most one can do is explain what is to be described and how, all the while keeping a careful eye on reasonable limits of interpretation. This introductory chapter, therefore, draws upon a range of historical and anthropological works to define mentalities in general, and indicate what they mean here in particular. From there, four themes of long-term continuity and change are outlined, then linked to the concrete human contexts from which they derive substance and meaning. Finally, the case is made for using crime-related sources to recreate these contexts, with particular reference to the offences specified. In short, this chapter suggests ways in which historians can recover mentalities from crime – patterns of cognition, motivation and behaviour which the passage of time has otherwise concealed from view.
Social historians of early modern England have achieved a great deal in the last thirty years. The world we had lost has been regained, extended, and much of it explained. We now understand in detail England’s huge expansion and diversification of population and economy in this period, accompanied by momentous shifts in many areas of life: social structure, community, the family, kinship, literacy, religion, labour, poverty and disease to name but a few. Moreover, this history from below has been fully integrated with traditional historical issues; it has matured into a history with the politics put back. Yet still we lack a proper cultural history; not a study of court manners and high art, nor a history of popular culture in a narrow sense, but a history of social meanings: the way ordinary folk thought about their everyday lives. Research in this area helps to reconnect the world we have regained to the people whose outlook remains obscure, an outlook which influenced, and was influenced by, currents of long-term historical change, but has more often been assumed than demonstrated. We have a history from above, and to this a politicized history from below has been added. Now, in order to further our understanding of ourselves in time, we need to develop a history from within – a history of English mentalities.

The history of mentalities as a discrete concern has progressed further for the Continent than for England. Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, Carlo Ginzburg, Robert Darnton, Natalie Zemon Davis and others have built on foundations laid by the generation of the French Annales school – notably Johan Huizinga, Fernand Braudel, Lucien Febvre and Marc Bloch – to produce many penetrating insights. For early modern England the record is less distinguished. Keith Thomas and Lawrence Stone are outstanding in the boldness of their scope and judgement, and other scholars – Michael
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MacDonald and Paul Slack for example – have followed their lead. Yet comparatively few have addressed English mentalities directly by searching for meanings behind appearances (as might an anthropologist or ethnographer), or connecting their discoveries to a wider mental landscape. This failing is hard to explain, although a clue lies in the fact that l’histoire des mentalités has often been viewed as a foreign idea best kept at arm’s length, and in a safely untranslated form. Prominent British historians who have shown an active interest in popular thinking – such as E. P. Thompson and Christopher Hill – on the whole have been inspired more by Marx than the annaliste pioneers, and, like their French colleagues Michel Vovelle and Michel Foucault, have tended to conceive mentalities as fragmented political ideologies embedded in social structures, relationships and institutions, and accordingly have emphasized forcibly the role of class conflict, subordination and resistance.

One reason for this lack of universal appeal is the difficulty of establishing what mentalities actually are; too many historians either avoid the term (fearing its vagueness), or use it casually as if its definition were self-evident. There are parallels with the term ‘popular culture’, the historical validity of which has been questioned ever since Peter Burke’s seminal study first appeared in 1978. Not only has a more advanced understanding of social relations limited what ‘popular’ can reasonably mean, but ‘culture’ has expanded prolifically to embrace many aspects of human existence. The problem common to both historical sub-fields is ethereality. Mentalities in particular have no tangible existence and leave only
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oblique marks on the written record – faint sounds which barely disturb what Professor Darnton has called ‘the vast silence that has swallowed up most of mankind’s thinking’. Scepticism also exists about the need for a history of mentalities at all, especially one where conscious distinctions are made between what our ancestors said and did on the one hand, and what they thought and meant on the other. At a time when the contribution of postmodern relativism to history is increasingly disputed, one wonders whether the quest for popular thinking is worthwhile, even assuming that it is feasible.

And yet the task can be approached more constructively. As Jacques Le Goff has argued, ‘the immediate appeal of the history of mentalities lies in its very imprecision’, for this leads us into historical pastures new. Mentalities embrace attitudes, ideas, values, sensibilities, identities, passions, emotions, moods and anxieties – universal human characteristics worthy of study not just in themselves but because they have a bearing on historical action and are subject to change over time. To arrive at a more exact definition, one must first confront some taxing conceptual problems. Are mentalities more than what F. W. Maitland once referred to as ‘common thoughts about common things’? Are they best characterized as a structure or a process? Can they be apportioned between élite and popular camps with any degree of confidence? Is it possible to speak of a ‘collective mentality’ as did Febvre, or Richard Cobb’s ‘unwritten collective orthodoxies’, without reducing mentalities to a meaningless lump? Another problem concerns whether one can, or should, impose distinctions between ideas, attitudes and mentalities? To E. P. Thompson ideas were consciously acquired intellectual constructs, whereas attitudes were more diffuse, shifting constantly but often imperceptibly. Similarly, Peter Burke has suggested that ‘to assert the existence of a difference in mentalities between two groups, is to make a much stronger statement than merely asserting a difference in attitudes’.

It seems no two historians see mentalities in quite the same way. Peter
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Burke makes a distinction between ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ mentalities, the former grand intellectual structures, the latter more prosaic habits of mind – positions which correspond respectively to Bloch’s interest in macrohistorical social structures, and Febvre’s microhistorical psychological and personal concerns. Using this definition, psychology, ethnology and social anthropology have greatly inspired the history of ‘weak’ mentalities by enhancing an awareness of mental and cultural difference and offering ways to understand it. Earlier this century, the anthropologist Lucien Lévy-Bruhl put forward the idea that ‘the primitive mind’ displayed characteristics of a distinct ‘prelogical’ mentality, a revised version of which (one allowing more room for nurture over nature) persuaded Sir Edward Evans-Pritchard not only that it is how we think that makes us what we are, but that cultural variation is due more to accumulated experience than to innate psychology. Thus social anthropology was steered away from the function of rituals and customs, and towards their meaning – a shift in emphasis from society to culture, and, in our terms, from below to within. All cultural historians share in this inherited tradition, and yet precision in defining mentalities remains elusive.

It may be helpful to think of mentalities as a bridge between social history and intellectual history. Recently, historians have deployed phrases such as ‘the social history of beliefs’, ‘a historical anthropology of ideas’, ‘the social history of ideas’, and ‘a cultural anthropology of thought’ – the constituent words seeming almost interchangeable. Returning to distinctions between mentalities and ideas, one might see the former as more unarticulated and internalized than the latter which were more expressible and tangible. In his classic work The cheese and

the worms, Carlo Ginzburg is concerned with the ‘inert, obscure, unconscious elements in a given world view’, and so differentiates between ‘mentality’ and what he sees as the greater solidity of ‘culture’.21 Perhaps, then, unconsciousness is the key to understanding collective mentalities, defined elsewhere as ‘the root-level structures of thought and feeling that undergird the more complex but superficial formulations of elitist intellectual life’.22 However, mentalities also differ from ideas in that they are not confined to the educated elite, but extend across the social order. Indeed, the ‘weak’ mentalities which Burke attributes to ordinary people include unconscious assumptions and conscious thoughts just like their ‘strong’ counterparts.23

It is not the intention to get bogged down in semantic preferences, nor to engage in wider debates about sociolinguistics, cultural anthropology and ‘new historicism’. Suffice it to say that historians of mentalities should be concerned with dynamic connections between perception, cognition, motivation and action: what people saw, thought, wanted and did.24 They should also be aware of three problems.25 First, the debt to anthropology carries the difficulty of extracting general truths from specific data; in short, how to advance beyond the anecdotal.26 It is all too easy to construct circular arguments ‘where the only evidence of the mentality postulated is the very data that that postulate is supposed to help us understand’.27 Secondly, it is questionable whether general truths exist anyway. The natural tendency to treat culture as a collective and homogenous entity obscures diversity and the difficulty of accounting for it.28 Thirdly, the problem of cultural homogeneity extends to change as well. That things were different in 1500 and 1800 is far more obvious than the means by
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26 For criticism of this tendency, see Ronald G. Walters, ‘Signs of the times: Clifford Geertz and the historians’, Social Research, 47 (1980), pp. 543–4.


which to describe and explain that difference.\(^{29}\) As long as the temptation to view history as an inexorable process of modernization is resisted, it is apparent that more people imagine and determine the future according to what they already know, than what they think they might discover. Hence we should be concerned with continuity as much as change, the two overlapping or arranged in parallel.\(^{30}\) The paradox at the heart of the history of mentalities is that the same mental structures which permitted free cultural expression also served to restrict it, with the outcome that all innovation was simultaneously radical and conservative, and all development gradual and unpredictable.\(^{31}\)

This book offers guidelines not definitive solutions. First, even though we should not assume difference between every aspect of our ancestors’ thinking and our own, we should at least expect it, especially since this otherness – or ‘alterity’ – is the basis upon which the study of lost cultures rests.\(^{32}\) The second recommendation is this: as difficult as it is to identify specific moments and places of transition, we must none the less remain sensitive to the sluggish imperative of historical change. These two ideals – alterity and transition – are summed up in G. E. R. Lloyd’s definition of mentalities as: ‘what is held to be distinctive about the thought processes or sets of beliefs of groups or of whole societies, in general or at particular periods of time, and again in describing the changes or transformations that such processes or sets of beliefs are considered to have undergone’.\(^{33}\)

Central here is the need to observe distinctions between universal biological constants and the changing cultural forms through which they are manifested, thereby avoiding Febvre’s ‘psychological anachronism’ – to him ‘the worst kind of anachronism, the most insidious and harmful of all’.\(^{34}\) Put simply, mentalities should be expressed according to the ways in which the mind allows human beings to think and feel, but also how

\(^{29}\) Lloyd, Demystifying mentalities, p. 139.


\(^{33}\) Lloyd, Demystifying mentalities, p. 1.

language and culture enable these thoughts and feelings to be articulated. Herein lies the seat of consciousness.\(^{35}\)

Finally, mentalities are not vague abstracts but dynamic products which were integral to the shaping of historical events and patterns of social, economic and political development, just as popular culture can be rendered more manageable by viewing it as the practical observance of customary rights and usages, and thereby bringing it down to earth.\(^{36}\) We need to study actions over time, and in terms of broad themes spanning the period of structural continuity christened the *longue durée* by the *Annales* historians.\(^{37}\) Four themes have been chosen here: the reformation of religion and public conduct; state formation and administrative innovation; the secularization and desacralization of daily life; and changes in social relationships and cultural identities. Although these themes pervade the entire book, and are addressed in greater detail in chapter 8, what follows is a preliminary sketch of how English mentalities were affected in each instance, together with an explanation for why these changes need to be located historically in solid and dynamic social contexts.

**THEMES AND CONTEXTS**

The Protestant Reformation was not merely ‘a legislative and administrative transaction tidily concluded by a religious settlement in 1559 but a profound cultural revolution’ lasting from the 1530s to the mid-seventeenth century.\(^{38}\) The implementation of new doctrine, in particular, affected people’s experience of the natural and supernatural worlds. Increased emphasis on the autonomy of God as both author and judge of temporal events bound them into a morally sensitive universe where orthodox prayer was the only permitted means of appeal and appeasement, and the seemingly real presence of the devil loomed correspondingly large, all of which encouraged sinners to see their mortal souls as caught between the ambitions of two great cosmic rivals. Church and state alike concentrated judicial attention on personal conduct, the goal for the most ardent reformers being nothing less than a purified godly commonwealth. The
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later seventeenth century saw the frustration of such ambitions, the waning of ecclesiastical authority, and the fragmentation of Protestantism. And yet by 1700 lasting changes can be detected. New understandings of authority permeated daily life, reinforcing social identities which had been shaped by economic and political change, and Protestantism established as the creed of the English, with the power to mobilize the patriotic support of even indifferent Protestants in times of national danger. Fear of Roman Catholics at the time Elizabeth fought Spain, a century later – during the French wars – evolved into fear of Catholic Jacobites and the challenge to the royal succession, and was reflected in the political antipathy between Tories and Whigs. In wider eighteenth-century society, this antipathy corresponded to opposition between high and low churches respectively, although by 1750 the faith of most people had settled into a mild Anglicanism. As a battle for hearts and minds fought throughout the shires and cities of England, then, the Reformation was a revolution not just from above or below but within – a diffuse transformation of the social psychology of a nation.

The symbiosis of religious and secular ideology made the expansion of the state appear divinely orchestrated and sanctioned at every turn. Among the primary ambitions of government were the suppression of disorder – whether rebelliousness in the nobility or pugnacity in the lower orders – and a corresponding monopolization of violence in the form of ritualized public punishment. More generally, state-building relied on the centralization of law and judicial practice, and the uniform implementation of authority in even the darkest corners of the land. A lasting solution was found in the Tudor innovation of ‘stacks of statutes’ heaped upon justices of the peace, their work augmented by other amateur officers – constables, sheriffs, coroners, jurors, churchwardens – whose power was based on social rank as much as royal authority. Nor were these changes foisted upon an entirely reluctant populace. By 1650 a popular legal culture was thriving in England, indicating that the state ‘was manifested not only as an agency for initiatives of control and coercion, but as a resource for the settlement of dispute’ which positioned itself and the community ‘on a continuum of interest and identity’. By this time, the agencies of law routinely tackled onerous social problems, notably urban poverty, and the state grew in size and complexity as a consequence. The financial revolution of the 1690s allowed the creation of a military-fiscal state able to wage sustained international warfare, and a burgeoning bureaucracy which marginalized the Crown. Class identity complemented identity derived
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from the nation-state. By 1700, bourgeois participation in public life extended beyond office-holding to the exchange of opinions and ideas within an urban sphere of news, debate and political mobilization. Through such changes, England’s sense of itself as a realm opened up and expanded in this period, not just at the centre of government, but, in different ways and to varying extents, in the mentalities of people throughout the land and across the social order.

A parallel development to the enforcement of orthodox religion, and the growth of sanctified state power, was, ironically, the secularization of society. This was not a decline of religion however; rather the Reformation encouraged the separation of the holy and the profane – ideas, roles, rituals and physical spaces – which in conjunction with the capitalization of the market, prolific urbanization, technological progress, and spreading popular literacy, encouraged the retreat of the sacred from daily life. This was arguably the greatest revolution in mentalities in the early modern period. In the Middle Ages, a powerful sense of the spiritual and sacred had pervaded daily life, and an acceptance of liturgical mystique had taken precedence over an understanding of doctrine. The Reformation, by contrast, fostered a more enquiring individualism, which came to be experienced by many people as a limited intellectual empowerment. Popular literacy, given initial impetus by a biblicentric religion, helped adjust a traditionally passive outlook through broader and more objective thinking and the means to express it. In turn, the extension of knowledge made the world seem larger and yet more mentally encompassable. Partly as a consequence, by 1750 direct providential and diabolic agency had become more abstract and internalized in popular consciousness, matched by a growing awareness of human potential at all social levels. Moreover, improved conditions of life (the threat of plague had been banished by the 1720s) transformed people’s perceptions of their place in a divinely ordered cosmology. Medieval ways of looking at the world survived, but not intact. In private belief as well as public conversation, discussion and doubt displaced absolute truths in the eighteenth century, and new ways of categorizing and exploiting the world were forged to the extent that ‘quite humble men and women, innocent of philosophical theory, began to be fascinated not only by nature but also by the manipulation of nature’.40

The origins of all these changes were in some way economic. Huge population growth from the 1520s led to inflation and unemployment which drove migrants across the country, especially into the towns where,

as a result, levels of mortality were highest. Inflation also affected landowners who changed the use of their land and the terms of its tenure, either to counter inflation or to exploit it for financial gain. Resulting social conflict further strained vertical social bonds of deference and patronage already weakened by the forced exodus of small tenant farmers from the land. A crucial outcome was that relationships between high and low became based less on custom and oral tradition than on the wage-nexus and the market. Among the winners stood a rising gentry, the source of whose identity shifted from military service to membership of civil society, and in the towns a professional class which grew with the demand for services, especially medicine and the law. Literacy, like capitalism, tended to reinforce traditional social differences more than it transformed them, but did offer opportunities to those who worked hard and were lucky. Then there were the losers. Developing manufacture and rural capitalism empowered some of the poor, but also led to poverty on an unprecedented scale, necessitating the institutionalization of charity. In an expanding market economy, traditional female roles were also affected, attracting increased religious and moral control overseen mostly by officers recruited from pious and ambitious sections of what we have learned to recognize as ‘the middling sort of people’. The gap between winners and losers was further widened by the desire of landowning gentry and aristocracy to congregate and consume in urban settings far away from their unlettered neighbours with their rude manners and pastimes – a social and geographical distance which, by 1750, may well have amounted to a ‘division of cultures’. According to Peter Burke, ‘it was not simply the popular festival that the upper classes were rejecting, but also the popular world-view, as the examination of changing attitudes to medicine, prophecy and witchcraft may help to show’.\footnote{Burke, \textit{Popular culture}, p. 273.}

Implicit in this last statement is the desirability of a specific focus when faced with the impossible task of actively demonstrating early modern mentalities using the lofty perspectives of continuity and change which have been outlined. Nor for our purpose could we successfully examine the histories of medicine, prophecy and witchcraft in an over-arching way. Instead, it is preferable to investigate, at a more intimate social level, the highly varied and contingent ways in which ordinary early modern people thought, behaved and communicated day-to-day. Only then can we hope to recover the meanings they may have intended for their words and actions, and the meanings they may have inferred from the words and actions of others. In particular, historians of mentalities need to ask how life experiences were perceived, and how norms, attitudes, beliefs and ideas were
articulated, affirmed and adapted within the real-life contexts of household, neighbourhood, community and wider society.

One reason why early modern thinking is difficult to grasp is that we cannot avoid using words and ideas – particularly categories – by which we ourselves order our own experience. As Keith Thomas has pointed out, by its very nature cultural history combines ‘emic’ with ‘etic’ approaches: respectively, restricting oneself to contemporary frames of reference, and cross-cultural comparisons drawing upon hindsight. Some historians have been criticized for neglecting the emic to produce ‘present-centred’ images of the past. For example, early modern religion and magic have sometimes been divided too starkly, when in fact ‘boundaries between the real and unreal, possible and impossible, sacred and profane, abstract and concrete, holy and cursed, purity and filth, and indecency and sublimity are extremely fleeting and uncertain’. The observation that the term ‘atheist’ may not have meant the same to our ancestors as to ourselves, led the arch-relativist Febvre to ask: ‘do we not substitute our thoughts for theirs, and give their words meaning that was not in their minds?’ Likewise, in order to decode Rabelais, the Russian critic Mikhail Bakhtin familiarized himself with the original terms of an author too often ‘read through the eyes of new ages’. Historians always risk tripping over language, modernizing the meanings of the past in line with their own mentalities, and that is why, according to Professor Thomas, they should at least begin studying a given historical topic with an eye for the emic.

Conversely, Febvre and Bakhtin were concerned with more than just avoiding anachronism; rather they actively exploited the opportunities
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48 Thomas, ‘Ways of doing cultural history’, p. 78.
offered by shifting meanings to recover past mentalities. We take certain categories for granted because we are habituated to their use; but inevitably they change, and thus offer clues to the evolution of thinking. Boundaries between dualisms or oppositions are particularly instructive. For example, whereas to most western people today dreams are natural products of sleep, it was once reasonable to suppose their origin to be divine or diabolic, or even to view them as real events in which the soul behaved as a separable component of the self. Hence the line dividing natural and supernatural has shifted over time; one might even say that dreams have been secularized. Similar examples include the boundaries separating news from fiction, and myth from history. On the face of it, this altered logic would seem an endless hindrance to our understanding; and yet many inconsistencies and contradictions disappear if one imagines a ‘third truth value’, a designation transcending literalness and the divide between fact and fiction, usually via the medium of what we would call symbols. In fact, it made perfect sense for our ancestors to hold simultaneously what Lévy-Bruhl called ‘two incompatible certainties’ because this enabled them to construct a more complex reality, extending the realm of the possible whenever and wherever material opportunities were limited. Entering the world of dreams in order to reveal the unknown, or tapping supernatural power to tackle misfortune, are good examples. Early modern thinking was not always organized according to clear propositions, and modes of communication formed diverse, loose patterns, drawing promiscuously upon a wide range of ideas and commonplaces. Most modern symbols and rituals have at best an ambiguous relationship with reality, offering open-ended interpretations of meaning; in early modern minds, however, they could assert more solid truths without conceit or deceit, and expose directly what E. P. Thompson called ‘the ulterior cognitive system of the community’.

---


Rather than trying to capture ideas, we should explore the interactions between discourses and the historical actors participating in them; only then can we see the early modern world as something subjectively represented by its inhabitants, rather than objectively defined. Just as culture is a practical resource used by the people to whom it belongs, mentalities and society are dialectical: ‘the mind and the world jointly make up the mind and the world’, as Hilary Putnam has put it. This is why we need to recreate what Professor Lloyd has termed ‘social contexts of communication’, defined as ‘the nature and styles of interpersonal exchanges or confrontations, the availability and use of explicit concepts of linguistic and other categories in which the actors’ self-representations are conveyed’. He suggests that ideas have no absolute meaning outside the historical contexts in which they were articulated, and that contrasting discourses – notably science, religion and magic – can co-exist comfortably within these contexts. Mentalities are fluid then, generating what have been called ‘multiple orderings of reality’, situated on a continuum of different but related ways of understanding the world and one’s place within it. Closely associated with this model is the idea that belief and meaning in science change subtly and variously, producing gradual ‘paradigm shifts’ rather than dramatic revolutions in understanding.

Just as the history of science no longer relies solely on key textual artefacts to deduce the meaning of scientific ideas, to put Professor Lloyd's idea into practice we need to examine the institutions and identities which bound individuals into society. Borrowing a term coined by the philosopher Gilbert Ryle, the anthropologist Clifford Geertz has called this approach ‘thick description’ – returning words and actions to the ‘structures of signification’ whence they originated. (More than one historian has been criticized for transferring archival material to card indexes, thus isolating it from its true significance.) And yet Febvre’s insistence that observable data be reconnected to mental processes ‘to reconstitute the whole physical, intellectual and moral universe’ is surely too grand an ideal. Instead, we need to concentrate on smaller contexts of lived experience at the heart of early modern society: the market-place, workshop, parish church, courtroom, ale-bench, winter fireside, birthing-chamber and so on. ‘The real difficulty of primitive thought’, according to C. R. Hallpike, ‘is that so much of it is expressed in action and concrete symbolism and encapsulated in social institutions and customs – that it is, in short, inarticulate’. Indeed, only a small number of humble people in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries immortalized their thoughts in letters, diaries, and commonplace books. The thinking of the majority is usually only apparent in their recorded behaviour.

And yet extracting thinking from behaviour may be the best approach after all. Bakhtin treated the festival of Carnival not as theory, but solely as a form of participation on the grounds that ‘its very idea embraces all the people’, producing ‘concrete material in which folk tradition is collected, concentrated, and artistically rendered’. As such, attempting to recover abstract ideas from the lives of illiterate people might be inappropriate as well as impossible. Piero Camporesi sees early modern Italian herdsmen as having possessed ‘a practical knowledge and pragmatic empiricism with
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63 Febvre, A new kind of history, p. 9.

64 Quoting Hallpike, Foundations of primitive thought, p. 64.

65 Bakhtin, Rabelais and his world, pp. 7, 58. On participation, see also Lévy-Bruhl, Notebooks on primitive mentality, pp. 1–3.
little reference to any other cognitive system'; 66 and of eighteenth-century France, Professor Darnton said that ‘the mental world of its inhabitants did not extend very far beyond the boundaries of their social world’. 67 Third-truth values and multiple meanings aside, the stark reality of daily life was always supreme because it needed no additional verification, and was perceived according to basic common-sense as much as it was shaped in the moulds of acquired culture. 68 Our ancestors, however humble, were perfectly able to form judgements and make decisions according to their own individual rationales – a fact recognized by the anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu in his concept of ‘habitus’: a lived environment which shapes and limits behaviour, but can never wholly determine it. 69 Hence to understand the thinking of ordinary people in terms of practical action, far from comparing it unfavourably to its learned counterpart, may actually elevate it by seeking to appreciate it, emically, on its own authentic terms. 70

We require a dynamic human activity which allows mentalities to be expressed in terms of contexts of communication, thus offering original insights into our four themes of continuity and change. For this, we need to think obliquely, salvaging ideas from the least consciously intellectual aspects of culture, and dissecting artefacts the significance of which may not have been apparent to contemporaries. As long as we mind the potential pitfalls involved with inferring the general from the particular, the microhistorical approach is appropriate. 71 In fact, this book ranges more widely (albeit superficially) than conventional microhistories; and yet the central objective of extracting meaning from small details remains the same. The specific concern on this occasion is neither a place nor an event, but a single area of life, and in recent years subjects as diverse as ordeals, commerce, death, food, gestures and monsters have been employed to this end. 72 Here the focus is crime, and the remainder of this chapter is devoted to exploring its historical uses.
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66 Piero Camporesi, The anatomy of the senses: natural symbols in medieval and early modern Italy (Cambridge, 1994), p. 188, and see also ch. 8 on ‘retarded knowledge’.
70 Darnton, Great cat massacre, p. 12.
72 Robert Bartlett, Trial by fire: the medieval judicial ordeal (Oxford, 1986); D. A. Rabuzzi,
HISTORY AND CRIME

The history of crime and criminal justice has been an issue of central importance in the social history of early modern England for over twenty years. Since the pioneering work of E. P. Thompson, J. S. Cockburn and others, a generation of historians has investigated the legal archives so that we now have a more detailed account of criminal prosecution than once seemed possible. Numerous monographs cover offences and their incidence; others attempt definitions of crime, deviance and sin, or investigate disorder; and legal procedure, judicial decision-making and punishment have all been thoroughly explored as well.73 One striking feature of the historiography has been the degree of consensus which has emerged, and on the face of it there may seem little left to say. Yet there is a major gap in our knowledge. We have widespread agreement on how the criminal law operated; the larger problem of why it operated as it did remains open to debate. Central here is the question of what the law actually meant. Tim Curtis once suggested that ‘radical changes in crime patterns are best explained by changes of attitude within groups’; but the attitudes upon which such interpretative differences depend have more often been inferred than investigated directly.74 Again, as with other areas of early modern social history, we still lack a history from within – a history of mentalities –


It is true that most people were never tried for a crime, and that it is therefore dangerous to make ‘ordinary, everyday assumptions on the basis of the records of what were extraordinary events in the lives of the accused’.\footnote{Quoting Peter Burke, ‘Overture: the new history, its past and its future’, in Burke (ed.), *New perspectives*, p. 12; James Obelkevich, ‘Proverbs and social history’, in Peter Burke and Roy Porter (eds.), *The social history of language* (Cambridge, 1987), p. 43.}

And yet, as the anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss insisted, ‘cultures encode properties by imagining their transgressions’; and because records of crimes, crises and conflicts reveal dynamic interaction between governors and governed, they can also reveal society’s core values. ‘It is a populism with its symbols reversed,’ Carlo Ginzburg has said of crime, ‘a “black” populism – but populism just the same’.\footnote{James Boon, ‘Claude Lévi-Strauss’, in Skinner (ed.) *Return of grand theory*, p. 165; Ginzburg, *Cheese and the worms*, p. xviii. See also Simms, *Humming tree*, p. 33.}

It was for this reason that Emmanuel Ladurie compared an uprising in the years 1579–80 with the geological structure of the Grand Canyon, in that the former cut a slice through the social and cultural strata of sixteenth-century France.\footnote{Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, *Carnival at Romans: a people's uprising at Romans 1579–80* (London, 1980), p. 339.}


the people or protected élite authority through deference and fear. The common theme here is power, and for this reason the history of crime epitomizes history with the politics put back. Even so, interpretative models which are structured too rigidly according to social polarization not only disguise complexity and ambiguity, but exaggerate artificial periodization and change. Indeed, the arbitrary and habitually imposed divide between the history of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England is nowhere more marked than where crime and the law are concerned.

Crime is also useful because it has left many records which facilitate the thick description of social contexts. In the 1970s, when the history of crime emerged as a distinct subfield, the main challenge for new researchers was how to construct statistical profiles of prosecution. By contrast, this book shifts the emphasis away from quantitative evidence and exposition, with a view to demonstrating that a variety of sources can be used creatively to compose a qualitative picture of early modern criminal justice which does not depend upon counting and analyzing indictments. In a way which hopefully is unobtrusive, archival material has been organized into three levels of representation, each constructing a different sort of reality. First, we have normative sources such as statutes, proclamations, orders and sermons, all of which reflect cherished ideals of political and religious orthodoxy – the way things were supposed to be. Beneath this we have more impressionistic sources: literary accounts, broadsides, ballads, newsheets, diaries and letters, broadly suggesting how things seemed to contemporaries. Finally, the third level comprises mainly administrative sources, which best reflect the input of ordinary people, and perhaps the way things really were. This is a very loose model, but can help to conceptualize contemporary perceptions and experiences in terms of contexts of communication and their inter-relationships.

The most valuable administrative documents are assize depositions – the informations and examinations of plaintiffs, witnesses and defendants – which provide a more detailed background for the offences recorded in
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indictments and recognizances. From 1555, JPs were obliged by statute to make examinations in cases of suspected felony, and certify the record to the trial court. The assize depositions which this administrative procedure generated provide a wealth of information about the routine mechanisms which were activated when crime was detected, and help us to understand the responsibilities and priorities which underpinned these activities. The problem is that although JPs sometimes wrote interrogatories for their own guidance, they did not follow formal rules on collecting evidence or its legal application. More diligent JPs might consult Michael Dalton’s *Country justice* but were by no means obliged to do so. In fact, in accordance with the Marian bail and committal legislation, even Dalton advised that once a JP had heard testimony, only ‘so much thereof, as shalbe materiall to prove the felony, he shal put in writing within two daies after the examination’. As a consequence ‘depositions vary in quality, according to the conscientiousness of the examining justices, from full and lengthy descriptions of crimes to the scantiest details’. By contrast, continental inquisitors compiled comprehensive dossiers – a contrast which may also explain the imbalance in work on European and English mentalities, especially since so many European studies are based on court records.

Recovering mentalities from crime requires historians to cross boundaries. Another problem bequeathed by accusatorial justice is that depositions never became formal records and so were usually destroyed. Few sixteenth-century examples remain, and a disproportionate amount of what exists thereafter post-dates 1650, and comes mostly from the Northern Circuit. In addition, the archives of the palatinates of Lancaster, Durham and Ely contain interesting material, and oddments survive from other circuits, and the archives of quarter sessions and borough courts.

---
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